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Abstract

Cross-national regulatory variation plays a central role in undermining trade. Under

international law, domestic regulations that create trade barriers must be based on

science. But who provides the science to support these regulations? Through an in-

depth empirical analysis of domestic health and safety standards, this paper shows how

private actors use scientific information to acquire preferential outcomes. I develop a

formal model delineating conditions under which firms will seek stricter standards on

their own products, and I reveal how companies can acquire these outcomes through

the strategic provision of information. To test the theory, I track changes to U.S.

agrochemical standards over a two-decade period. I also introduce firm-level petition

data and historical evidence to test the mechanism directly. My findings provide new

insight into the strategies companies use to benefit from regulations, while also forcing

us to reevaluate what it means for regulations to be based on science.
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Introduction

National regulations are now an international problem. With tariffs decreasing globally,

scholars and policymakers are increasingly turning their attention to trade impediments

stemming from cross-national regulatory variation (e.g. Büthe and Mattli 2003; 2011; Bag-

well and Staiger 2001; Kono 2006). Among the regulatory areas that vary significantly across

countries, health and safety standards stand out as particularly problematic. Not only have

these regulations led to hundreds of trade concerns under the World Trade Organization

(WTO), but it is often impossible to determine whether a domestic safety rule is based on

science – a legitimate justification for regulatory barriers – or on a strategic desire to block

competition. A central problem is that we generally know very little about how scientific

information is incorporated into domestic decision making. Without a better understanding

of the role that scientific information plays in domestic regulation, how can we possibly de-

termine whether regulatory rules reflect science or private interest?

This paper investigates how scientific information is used (and abused) by companies

seeking preferential regulatory outcomes. By studying the microfoundations of health and

safety regulation, I am able to show that even when standards are overtly based on sci-

ence, they may still be driven by private interest. The paper deviates from explanations

of regulatory outcomes that focus on domestic risk preferences (Bernauer and Caduff 2004;

Bernauer and Meins 2003; Vogel 2012), as well as those that focus on regulatory capture

with the goal of erecting domestic (Stigler 1971) or international (Gulotty 2014) barriers to

entry. I argue that because regulators frequently rely on those they regulate for informa-

tion about the products being regulated, private actors can capture the regulatory process

without needing to capture the regulator himself. I start by developing a new theory spec-

ifying what regulations firms actually want. I conclude, counterintuitively, that innovative

firms want regulations that undermine their own low profit products, thus allowing them to

increase sales of higher profit alternatives. Ironically, regulatory institutions that seemingly

privilege science and that have been championed by consumer groups help innovative firms
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acquire stricter standards on more affordable products, by making it easier for innovators to

leverage their informational advantages. The result is regulations that act as both domestic

and international barriers to competition, raise consumer costs without necessarily improv-

ing consumer welfare, yet do not stem from public pressure or from political capture as it is

traditionally conceived.

In support of the argument, the paper takes up a case with enormous implications for

global agricultural trade: the regulation of pesticides. Pesticides play a central role in the

production, sale, and price of internationally traded agriculture, and because of this, pesti-

cide regulations have been the subject of numerous WTO trade concerns. For example, in

2007 Argentina accused several unnamed developed countries of imposing unfairly restrictive

standards on the use of older pesticides for imported agriculture, thereby harming farmers in

developing countries, who could not afford newer alternatives. Through an in-depth study of

regulation in the United States – the largest importer and exporter of agricultural products

and the most important regulator of pesticides – I am able to speak not only to why devel-

oped countries might have placed stricter standards on older products but, more generally,

to why products with similar risk profiles often receive dissimilar regulatory treatment.

The next section provides a brief overview of the literature. I then formalize the theory of

firms’ preferences and explore how companies’ informational advantage could allow them to

leverage science-based rule making to acquire favorable outcomes. The evidence for my argu-

ment is both quantitative and qualitative. First, I introduce an original dataset that tracks

changes to U.S. agrochemical regulations over two decades. Controlling for numerous factors

that might influence regulatory change, I demonstrate that a public interest explanation

cannot adequately account for the observed patterns. Rather, the outcomes are consistent

with firms’ preferences and with their strategic provision and withholding of private informa-

tion under institutional rules that privilege science. I next introduce firm-level petition data

showing that innovative producers have actively sought stricter regulations on their own low-

profit pesticides. The petition data is supplemented with qualitative evidence bolstering the
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empirical findings and suggesting that in addition to trying to eliminate low-profit products

on a case-by-case basis, firms have actively sought regulatory institutions that, while seem-

ingly both science-based and in the public interest, have the added benefit of allowing them

to leverage informational advantages to impose stricter standards on low-profit products.

My paper reveals an unexplored way in which private actors control regulatory outcomes,

illuminates the strategic role that science plays in regulation, and highlights the blurry line

between which regulations can and cannot be considered scientific in international trade.

The Politics of Regulation

Scholars have long suspected that firms can and do use regulation to bolster profits. Early

work by Bernstein (1955) and Huntington (1953) noted the influence of firms in regulatory

policymaking, while Olson (1965) helped lay the theoretical groundwork for explaining why

industry often outmaneuvers the public in the regulatory arena. Subsequently, in a piece

that catalyzed the regulatory capture literature, Stigler (1971) concluded that “as a rule,

regulation is acquired by the industry and is designed and operated primarily for its benefit”

(3). Subsequent work has greatly expanded upon this insight, showing the many ways that

regulations can benefit some firms over others1 and applying the theory beyond the domestic

space to non-tariff barriers (Gulotty 2014).

Most of the traditional regulatory capture models include the premise that regulators are

complicit in setting suboptimal policy. Within this camp, some have suggested that special

interests win influence through votes (Becker 1983; Grossman and Helpman 1994; Peltzman

1976; Stigler 1971), while others have focused on the so-called “revolving door” of private-

public employment (Bernstein 1955; Cohen 1986; Gormley 1979). Yet the assumption of

bureaucratic complicity has an important shortcoming: although regulators may have lee-

way to set suboptimal regulation in esoteric areas, certain types of regulation are far more

susceptible to public attention. In particular, when regulations touch on the health and

1For a comprehensive summary, see Dal Bó 2006.
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safety of citizens, overtly corrupt rule-making could lead to public scandal, exposing regula-

tors to censure or the dreaded loss of their autonomy (Wilson 1980). In other words, despite

the extensive literature on how private actors seek to benefit from regulation, an oft-ignored

question is whether regulators will comply with private actors’ preferences in high salience

areas.

If we assume that health and safety regulation is one such high-salience area, then this

suggests that voters should have strong preferences that policymakers get it right, potentially

leading to effective political action (Lohmann 1993) and making it more difficult for firms

to find legislators they can influence (Denzau and Munger 1986). As many authors have

shown, the public desire for protection from risk can materially impact regulatory outcomes,

potentially explaining cross-national differences (Bernauer and Caduff 2004; Bernauer and

Meins 2003; Vogel 2012). Moreover, under WTO law, regulations that exceed international

standards must be backed by science, giving countries an added incentive to incorporate

scientific research into their decision-making. Should we then expect regulations in this

sector to still reflect the interests of firms? I suggest the answer is yes. However, echoing

Olson (1997) and Carpenter (2004) I caution that simply because outcomes benefit certain

actors does not indicate that the regulators are “captured.” Instead, regulators are depen-

dent. They are dependent on those they regulate for information. This is because the firms

that are regulated have far better access to data about their products and activities than

the regulators who oversee them, and this allows firms to provide (and withhold) that data

strategically. Much as Büthe and Mattli (2003; 2011) show that domestic regulators’ ability

to provide timely information to international standard-setters shapes international rules, I

suggest that the ability of domestic firms to provide timely information to domestic regula-

tors shapes the outcomes that may then trickle up to the international level.

In order to show how companies can use strategic information provision and withholding

to acquire preferential regulatory outcomes, even under institutions seemingly designed in

the public interest, we first need to know what regulations these companies want. The for-
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mal model that follows demonstrates why sometimes a firm’s preferred outcome is a ruling

that its own product is unsafe. I then explore how companies’ privileged access to scientific

information, particularly under certain institutional structures can help them acquire the

outcomes they seek.

Firms Want to Ban Their Own Products

The model begins with a firm that produces two products that are differentiated by

quality and price. While the model could apply to any sector in which a firm produces two

differentially priced substitutes, the most obvious application is to a firm that has both an

older, generic product and a newer, patented alternative. The patented product enjoys some

improvement or alleged improvement over the original, and because it is patented, it can be

sold at the monopoly price. The generic product is sold competitively, not only by the firm

that holds the patent on the substitute, but also by N other firms. The model that follows

relies very closely on Tirole’s (1988) vertical differentiation model, which in turn stems from

Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979; 1980) and Shaked and Sutton (1982; 1983). There are two

main adjustments. The first is that now one firm produces both the high- and low- quality

good. The second is the premise that the low-quality product is sold by multiple producers.

By making these two modifications to the workhorse model, we can use it to illuminate

preferences that, a priori, are quite surprising.

Replicating the setup from Tirole (1988, 296), I begin by assuming that there exists a

body of consumers (C), who receive UC = θs− p when they consume a given product. Here

s is the universally agreed upon quality of the product, p is the product’s price, and θ is the

consumer’s taste parameter, for which it is specified that θ is distributed uniformly across

the population, with density equal to 1 and location between θ and θ, where θ ≥ 0 and θ =

θ + 1.

As indicated previously, there are two products on the market, which are imperfect sub-

stitutes: a high-quality good, with quality s2 and a low-quality good, with quality s1, where
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s2 > s1. In order to ensure that there is a market for the low-quality good, we make the

following assumption:

Assumption: s2
p2
< s1

p1

Breaking from the standard vertical differentiation model, I assume that one producer sells

both goods, and while that producer holds a monopoly on the high quality product, he faces

competition on the low quality product, an assumption meant to approximate the situation

facing generic producers. One final specification is that the cost of producing both products

is c, suggesting that producers receive a profit (Πi) equal to pi − c. Following standard

economic assumptions competitively produced products, all producers set the price of the

low-quality good such that p1 = c, giving them zero profits.2 Meanwhile, the high-quality

monopolist sets the price of the high-quality good such that:

p2 =
θ(s2 − s1)

2
+ c (0.1)

and

Π2 =
θ
2
(s2 − s1)

4
(0.2)

Proof in Appendix 1.1

We can see that although the producer receives no profits from the low-quality good, its

existence impacts the profits received from the high-quality good. So would the producer

of the two goods be better off if the low-quality good were not on the market? To put the

matter more pertinently: if the high-quality producer could acquire regulation declaring the

low-quality product unfit for sale, thereby eliminating all low-quality goods from the market,

2Although we can relax this assumption without undermining the central conclusion, it proves mathe-
matically and intuitively useful.
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would this increase his profits? The easiest way to answer this is to ask whether the producer

could sell the high-quality good at the same price in the absence of the low-quality good

and increase marketshare. If the answer to this question is yes, then it suggests that the

producer must be better off in the absence of the low-quality good.

Given the existence of two goods, a consumer buys the high-quality good if θs2 − p2 >

θs1 − p1. In other words, he buys the high-quality good if his θ̃ > p2−c
s2−s1

. Otherwise, he buys

the low quality good or nothing at all.

In the absence of a second good, the consumer buys if 0 < θs0 − p0. This means he buys

if his θ∗ > p0
s0

. Now let’s assume that the only good on the market is the high-quality good,

meaning that s0 = s2. If the producer, in this situation, could set p0 = p2 and increase

his share of consumers, then this means that the producer must be better off in this world.

Mathematically, the question becomes:

p2
s2

?
<

p2 − c

s2 − s1
(0.3)

Given our previous assumption that s1
p1
> s2

p2
, it is trivial to show that the above inequality

does indeed hold.3 This means that in the absence of a second product, the producer could

charge the same price and increase market share (and hence profits). Therefore, the producer

must do better in such a system. Of course, the producer will not charge the same price.

Rather, he will charge a higher p such that:

p =
s2θ̄

2
+
c

2
(0.4)

and

Π =
s2θ

2

4
− cθ̄

2
+

c2

4s2
(0.5)

Proof in Appendix 1.3

3Proof in Appendix 1.2
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If we subtract the profits that the firm can make when there is both a high- and low-

quality from the profits he can make when there is only the high-quality good, we find that

the producer can make the below amount in additional profits when there is no low-quality

alternative:

0 <
θ
2
s1
4

+
c2

4s2
− cθ

2
(0.6)

The equation above suggests that there are conditions under which firms will have an

incentive to seek regulations ruling their own products unsafe. So how might firms go about

acquiring such regulations? Capture theories suggest that companies ought to to provide

bribes, votes, or the suggestion of future employment. While it is possible firms would engage

in this, the strategy’s success seems questionable for at least two reasons. First, because indi-

viduals tend to be particularly sensitive to loss (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), the removal

of a product with dubious cause could lead to backlash, increasing the possibility that any

corruption would be uncovered and potentially dissuading regulators. Second, unlike entry

barriers which unite the establishment against the upstarts, the removal of a single product

pits one firm against many. Though the model assumes the many are indifferent over the sale

of their low-quality product, in practice, these firms may derive some value from continued

production, leading them to oppose a regulatory ban.4 While these firms may not be willing

to pay high costs to out-bid the high-quality producer, they could step in to raise the alarm

if the public failed to do so.

The Power of Information

Given the potential reluctance of regulators to give firms the regulations they seek, how

might firms go about acquiring these regulations? The answer, I suggest, is information.

Firms are uniquely positioned to learn about the risks of their products before anyone else.

4This observation would not impact the model’s conclusions about the high-quality firm’s preferences,
so long as the profits from the low-quality good remain below the potential additional profits from the
low-quality product’s removal.
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Not only can they observe adverse effects due to worker exposure, but they are the first

to receive customer complaints, and they often continue to run proprietary studies of their

products long after they are placed on the market. This means that firms have the opportu-

nity to provide evidence of harm at strategic moments, when they believe the removal of a

product would serve their interests. Regulators, meanwhile, need not be captured to respond

to this information by requesting the withdrawal of a product that is, in fact, unsafe.

There are two factors, however, constraining firms’ behavior. First, if we retain our as-

sumption that regulators have an interest in acting honestly in high salience areas, firms will

only be able to acquire stricter regulations if the data support stricter standards. Second, to

the extent that acquiring stricter regulation entails an admission of harm, firms may decide

that the reputational cost of revealing a previously undisclosed risk outweighs any benefit.

Nevertheless, there are certain regulatory institutions under which firms can receive

stricter standards without sullying their reputations or depending on the existence of a

complicit regulator or actual risk. These are what I will refer to for the remainder of the

paper as “retroactive precautionary institutions.” Over the past few decades, precaution-

ary institutions more generally have become increasingly popular, particularly for regulating

products in Europe and Asia. What makes a system precautionary is that it operates under

the assumption that a lack of evidence of safety is equivalent to evidence of harm. Almost

universally, it is the producers of products who must provide the necessary proof of safety.

Retroactive precaution is often framed as an attempt to ensure that regulations are more

responsive to new scientific information, as the system requires that every time a product

comes up for review, regulators receive updated data. In the absence of this requirement,

regulations quickly obsolesce, as regulators are forced to rely on outdated studies from when

a product was first brought to market.

Retroactive precaution has now been applied in a large variety of countries for sectors

that include industrial chemicals, pesticides, and food additives. While the institutional sys-

tem may be based on the best intentions, it also allows innovative firms to acquire stricter
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standards more easily. Now they can simply withhold information during a review and a

ban will be automatic. Meanwhile, other producers may struggle to fill the data gap, as the

cost of developing the data necessary to retain favorable regulations often exceeds expected

profits on low-margin goods. In addition, producers of the low-profit good may suffer from

collective action problems, making it difficult to create a consortium willing to share the cost

of data production. This also highlights that under retroactive precaution, profits will play

a larger role in regulatory outcomes more generally, since firms may be unwilling to support

less profitable products even in the absence of a patented alternative.

It should be noted that innovative firms’ ability to utilize retroactive precaution to elim-

inate products does not require firms to be the sole providers of information. It is often the

case that non-profit entities, such as universities, also collect information about products,

either informally or in collaboration with regulatory agencies. Nevertheless, unless third-

parties identify a need for the immediate removal of a product, company data will still be

necessary for regulators to make a determination. This is because companies are the ones

responsible for providing information about specific use patterns and production processes.

Moreover, third-party data almost never covers all of the areas about which regulators re-

quire information. As a result, should private actors fail to provide data during a retroactive

review, there are few, if any, cases in which data collected by third parties would be enough

to fill the gap.

The strategic incentives of innovators to eliminate products for which they have a more

profitable substitute, their ability to leverage informational advantages, and the added cost

of maintaining standards under retroactive precaution lead to the first testable hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 – Profits Dictate Regulatory Levels:

Under a retroactive precautionary system, regulations will become stricter on less profitable

products over time.
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In addition, the model of firms’ preferences and the institutional conditions under which

they can best pursue them lead to two additional hypotheses.

Hypothesis 2 – Seeking Stricter Standards:

Producers will be incentivized to seek stricter regulations on their own products if it allows

them to sell more of another product with a higher profit margin.

Hypothesis 3 – Support for Precaution:

Innovative firms with an interest in eliminating less profitable products may also have an in-

terest in supporting retroactive precautionary institutions; non-innovative firms will always

oppose these institutions.

In order to test the hypotheses, I focus on the case of agrochemical regulations in the

United States. This case is ideal for testing the hypotheses for a number of reasons. First,

due to the existence of agrochemical patents, firms’ financial preferences are clear: they will

seek to eliminate generic products (including their own) when they compete with patented

alternatives. Second, regulations are set on a pesticide-by-commodity basis, meaning there

are thousands of regulations in the U.S. at any given time. This provides significant empiri-

cal leverage to identify over-time trends. Third, thanks to the Freedom of Information Act,

we can observe what regulations firms request, letting us study company behavior and not

just outcomes. Fourth, pesticide regulation in the U.S. represents one of, if not the earliest

examples of retroactive precaution. Therefore, not only can we evaluate the coalitions that

historically favored or opposed retroactive precautionary rules, we can also assess how regu-

lations have changed under these institutions. Finally, pesticide regulations are enormously

important in their own right. Pesticides are used on the vast majority of commercial agricul-

ture, meaning that we consume these products every single day. Regulations not only protect

us from ingesting dangerous chemicals, but they have enormous implications for how crops
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are planted, grown, and traded. In other words, these regulations are not simply esoteric

requirements on paper; they effect all of us as consumers, and they have global economic

implications.

Regulatory Change Under Retroactive Precaution

In order to evaluate whether regulations have become stricter on less profitable products

under retroactive precaution, I focused on U.S. pesticide tolerance levels. Tolerance levels

(or tolerances) represent the maximum amount of pesticide residue that is permitted to re-

main on an agricultural commodity at the point at which that commodity enters the market.

These are set on a commodity-by-pesticide basis in units of parts-per-million (ppm). They

are one of the primary means through which the use of pesticides is regulated, and they have

direct implications for how farmers apply pesticides.

The U.S. officially put retroactive precautionary institutions in place in 1972. However,

the system has been significantly updated several times. Most importantly for testing the

first hypothesis, in 1996 Congress passed the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA), which

mandated that tolerances be reevaluated on a repetitive, 15-year basis. During these reeval-

uations, companies are required to provide evidence that current or proposed tolerances

are safe. In accordance with all precautionary systems, failure to provide evidence of safety

leads, automatically, to the assumption of harm, meaning that if firms refuse to provide data,

tolerances are revoked, and the U.S. moves to a zero tolerance for the pesticide-commodity

combination.

In order to evaluate whether lower-profit products have disproportionately been subject

to stricter standards under a system in which stricter standards are imposed automatically

in the absence of information, I collected data on changes to U.S. tolerance levels between

1996 and 2015. 1996 was chosen as a starting point because it immediately follows the

passage of the FQPA, while the twenty-year time period ensures that every pesticide in the

dataset was placed under review during the period studied, reducing concerns that older
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pesticides might have been subject to review, while newer pesticides were not. The sample

contained all pesticides that were also regulated at the international level, guaranteeing that

the products studied were significant products, less likely to become obsolete due to lack of

utility.

Figure 1: 1996 Carbaryl Tolerance Figure 2: 2015 Carbaryl Tolerance

American pesticide tolerances are published annually in the Code of Federal Regulations.

Figures 1 and 2 provide an example of what the data collection strategy looked like. Figure

1 shows the 1996 tolerance level for carbaryl on strawberry in ppm, while Figure 2 shows

the same tolerance for 2015. For each tolerance, I evaluated how it changed between 1996

and 2015. In the example, the tolerance moved from 10 ppm to 4 ppm, meaning that the

standard became stricter. These two tolerances, along with the pesticide and commodity

would be entered into the database, capturing the move towards a stricter standard. This

strategy was then repeated for all pesticides in the sample and all commodities for which a

tolerance existed in 1996, resulting in a total of 3,683 tolerance levels tracked across time.

Regulatory Outcome Results

Table 1 presents summary statistics showing overall patterns in tolerance changes. The

most likely outcome for any tolerance that existed in 1996 was that it would remain the

same in 2015. Nevertheless, there is considerable variation across all outcomes. As noted

previously, the revocation category means that no level of residue is permitted. Revocations

can occur for one of two reasons. Either the data available suggest that a pesticide is not

safe at any level on a particular crop, or the registrant(s) fails to pay the necessary fees

and provide the necessary data to retain the tolerance over time. As a result, if revocations
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Table 1: Changes to US Regulations 1996-2015

Changes to Pesticide Standards
(N = 3,683)

Revoked 28%

Stricter 10%

Same 49%

Less Strict 13%

reflect a strategic decision by firms to rescind support for a product, then revocations should

be strongly determined by products’ profitability. Indeed, this relationship should be even

stronger than for the lowering of tolerances, since revocations are a much more effective

way to reduce demand than simply making a standard stricter. Alternatively, if revocations

reflect the public interest, there should not be a deterministic relationship between pesticide

profitability and whether or not its tolerances are revoked (or lowered), once we have con-

trolled for other factors.

In order to test whether the regulatory outcomes suggest a public or private interest

story, I used the year at which a pesticide was first registered as a proxy for that pesti-

cide’s profitability and the likely existence of a patented alternative, with the assumption

that older pesticides are less profitable and more likely to have a patented substitute.5 Year

of registration represents the first time that a pesticide was legally allowed to be used or

sold in the United States. The moment a pesticide is registered, a legal clock starts, during

which the developer is granted exclusive use and data protection rights by the government.

Companies have various ways of slowing the clock, sometimes extending it for years, but

they cannot stop it indefinitely. This means that the longer a pesticide is on the market,

the more likely that the exclusive use period has expired, thereby significantly reducing the

pesticide’s profitability. In addition, the longer a product is on the market, the more likely

5An alternative proxy would have been initial patent date. However, this presents far greater complica-
tions from a data collection standpoint and is, arguably, no better. Moreover, because patent status does not
account for the fact that market exclusivity can extend well beyond patent expiration, a simple, dichotomous
variable capturing whether the product was in or out of patent is also undesirable.
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that a patented substitute has been developed, further depressing a producer’s financial in-

terest in the product and, as detailed in the model, giving the producer an active incentive

to eliminate it entirely.6

An obvious problem with using age as a proxy is that it could be correlated with other

pesticide characteristics, such as toxicity, carcinogenicity, or effectiveness. Throughout the

analysis, significant efforts have been made to control for these and other confounders. Al-

though it is not feasible to rule out entirely the possibility that older pesticides are less

desirable for reasons independent from their profit margins, the weight of the quantitative

and qualitative evidence that follows suggests that this is not what drives the results.

A private interest story implies that tolerance levels for older pesticides will be more

likely to become stricter or be revoked than tolerance levels for newer pesticides, controlling

for relevant factors. A public interest story suggests that pesticide age should not have an

independent impact on outcomes. These competing explanations were evaluated using an

ordered logit model. The pesticide’s age as of 2015 is the independent variable of interest.

The outcome categories were coded as 4 if the tolerance was revoked, 3 if the tolerance

became stricter, 2 if it remained the same, and 1 if it became less strict.

A number of relevant controls were included. The first was Toxicity. Toxicity is one

of the primary factors determining a pesticide’s safety, and we should, therefore, expect it

to enter heavily into any regulatory decisions. Toxicity is a measure of the acute risk a

pesticide poses to health. Beginning in 1975, the World Health Organization (WHO) began

classifying pesticides’ toxicity. This classification, which has been revised every few years,

ranks pesticides on a five point scale from “extremely hazardous” (5) to “unlikely to present

acute hazard in normal use” (1). In order to make its determination, the WHO utilizes inde-

pendent scientists from a variety of countries. For every pesticide in the sample, I recorded

its 1 to 5 ranking from 2009, which was the most recent publication of the WHO’s guideline

6For pesticides, much like for pharmaceuticals, the developer of the original product is often the first
to come up with an updated substitute. This is because substitutes are typically variants of the original
product, and since the developer has privileged data access for the original product, they have a significant
head start in developing an updated version.
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(WHO 2009). I also recorded the 1996-1997 classification (WHO 1997), as well as a dummy

variable coded 1 if the classification became more hazardous over time (Toxicity Increased),

as a change in classification might lead to a reevaluation of tolerance levels.

The second set of controls were for carcinogenicity. Carcinogenicity reflects whether or

not the pesticide is carcinogenic to humans. This measure differs from Toxicity in that it

indicates danger from long-term, as opposed to short-term, exposure. The U.S., E.U. and

WHO all publish a classification of carcinogenic potential. However, the WHO’s list con-

tains only a small portion of the pesticides in the sample, leading to issues of selection bias.

As a result, I utilized the U.S.’s classification7 and supplemented it with the EU’s measure

as a robustness check (Appendix 2).8 The ranking for carcinogenicity (by the U.S. and

WHO) is on a five-point scale, ranging from “carcinogenic to humans” (5) to “not likely to

be carcinogenic to humans” (1). In the sample, no pesticide was ranked above a 4, where

a 4 equals, “likely to be carcinogenic to humans.” The E.U., by contrast, has only a two

point scale indicating whether or not the product is considered carcinogenic (1) or not (0).

Unlike the WHO’s toxicity classification, carcinogenicity is not updated regularly by any of

the documenting parties, thereby only providing a single data point for each pesticide from

each source.

A third set of controls captured the environmental effects of the pesticide. The primary

environmental concern relates to a pesticide’s aquatic impact, should it seep into the ground

water. The most recent and comprehensive recording of pesticides’ aquatic impact comes

from the E.U.’s Classification, Labelling and Packaging (CLP) standards.9 Using these clas-

sifications, I recorded each pesticide’s acute aquatic risk, as well as its chronic aquatic risk.

The first of these is a simple dichotomous measure for whether an acute (short-term) risk

exists. The second ranges from 0 (no chronic aquatic risk recorded) to 4 (very toxic to

aquatic life with long lasting effects) and measures the long-term risk of the product.

7Available at: http://npic.orst.edu/chemicals_evaluated.pdf
8Available at: https://echa.europa.eu/regulations/clp/cl-inventory.
9Available through the C&L Inventory.
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I also controlled for whether the tolerance applied to a fruit or vegetable, as opposed

Table 2: Tolerance Changes in the US 1996-2015

Tolerance Change 1996-2015:

1=Less Strict, 2=Same, 3=More Strict, 4=Revoked

(1) (2) (3)

Pesticide Age 0.049 0.048 0.043
(0.012) (0.014) (0.015)

Toxicity 0.647 0.666
(0.194) (0.193)

Toxicity Increased 0.243 0.254
(0.369) (0.373)

US Carcinogenicity 0.082 0.091
(0.141) (0.144)

Aquatic Chronic 0.082 0.090
(0.143) (0.140)

Aquatic Acute 0.495 0.490
(0.510) (0.505)

Fruit/Veggie 0.367
(0.194)

Primary Acreage −1.373
(0.772)

Pesticide Age*Primary Acreage 0.026
(0.016)

Observations 3,683 3,459 3,459

to a grain, animal feed crop, or animal by-product. The FQPA mandated that the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) pay special attention to how pesticide exposure might

impact children. As a result, residues on fruits and vegetables have been held to a higher

standard, due to their prevalence in child diets (EPA 2017).
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Finally, the model controls for whether the tolerance related to one of the three largest

acreage crop groups in the U.S. (Primary Acreage). Producers have far more to gain from

selling pesticides that can be used across a large number of acres. Therefore, we might expect

that companies would invest more in retaining tolerances for pesticides used on these crops.

It is also possible that companies care more about raising tolerances for newer pesticides on

large acreage crops, leading me to include an interaction term for large acreage crops and

year registered.

The primary results are presented in Table 2. All standard errors are clustered at the

pesticide level. Most importantly, we find that even after controlling for a variety of factors

that could influence regulatory change, Pesticide Age continues to have an independent and

statistically significant effect, with older pesticides far more likely to have their tolerances

revoked or made stricter. In addition, the control variables have the expected directional

effects, though many do not reach the level of significance.

As for the magnitude of the effect, if we hold each of the variables at their modes, the

model predicts that a pesticide registered relatively recently, in 1995, had only a 6% chance

that its tolerance would become stricter and an 8% chance that it would be revoked. By

contrast, a pesticide registered 20 years prior had a 10% chance that its tolerance would

become stricter, while the odds of a revocation more than doubled to 17%.

Of course, an alternative reason regulators might impose stricter standards on older

products is that older pesticides are simply more dangerous and/or their dangers are more

likely to be uncovered the longer they are on the market. Assuming this were the case, it

could also be true that the included controls fail to capture this. Fortunately, the Federal

Register records the justification whenever a tolerance is revoked. This made it possible to

identify all pesticides for which environmental or safety reasons ostensibly factored into tol-

erance revocations and then drop these pesticides from the sample. The results are displayed

in Table 3. Notably, this had little impact on the size or significance of the coefficient of

interest.
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Table 3: Tolerance Changes Dropping Most Dangerous Pesticides

Tolerance Change 1996-2015:

1=Less Strict, 2=Same, 3=More Strict, 4=Revoked

(1) (2) (3)

Pesticide Age 0.047 0.048 0.042
(0.013) (0.015) (0.016)

Toxicity 0.541 0.557
(0.235) (0.233)

Toxicity Increased 0.150 0.158
(0.360) (0.363)

US Carcinogenicity 0.164 0.170
(0.152) (0.155)

Aquatic Chronic 0.102 0.107
(0.141) (0.138)

Aquatic Acute 0.255 0.257
(0.507) (0.503)

Fruit/Veggie 0.353
(0.211)

Primary Acreage −1.183
(0.807)

Pesticide Age*Primary Acreage 0.024
(0.016)

Observations 3,237 3,019 3,019

Another possibility is that as pesticides become older, they lose some of their utility,

meaning that the stricter standards should not be viewed as catering to firms but rather as

the natural regulatory evolution. Pests do develop resistance to pesticides, and eventually

products do become less effective. However, there are two problems with this explanation.

First, if pesticides become less effective over time, farmers would need to use more of them,
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Table 4: Tolerance Changes Dropping Revoked

Tolerance Change 1996-2015

1=Less Strict, 2=Same, 3=More Strict

(1) (2) (3)

Pesticide Age 0.027 0.019 0.009
(0.011) (0.014) (0.015)

Toxicity 0.054 0.082
(0.164) (0.160)

Toxicity Increased 0.122 0.152
(0.371) (0.359)

US Carinogenicity 0.258 0.272
(0.122) (0.121)

Aquatic Chronic −0.104 −0.097
(0.133) (0.128)

Aquatic Acute 0.559 0.563
(0.394) (0.382)

Fruit/Veggie 0.646
(0.214)

Primary Acreage −2.009
(0.922)

Pesticide Age*Primary Acreage 0.044
(0.021)

Observations 2,636 2,465 2,465

not less. This means that if we drop the revoked category, tolerances should actually be

increasing over time, not decreasing. Yet as shown in Table 4, when the revoked category is

dropped and we only focus on tolerances that became stricter, less strict, or remained the

same, the sign on Pesticide Age retains the same direction, despite losing significance in two

of the models.
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An additional problem with the effectiveness explanation, which will be discussed in the

next section is that it fails to explain the lobbying behavior that we see on the part of farmers

and firms. More generally, the stability of the coefficient on pesticide age, even after con-

trolling for toxicity, carcinogenicity, and environmental effects and also after incorporating

multiple robustness checks suggests that the public interest is unlikely to adequately explain

why U.S. regulators have imposed increasingly strict standards on older products. At the

same time, on its own, the regulatory outcome results might leave us wondering whether the

mechanism can truly be attributed to firms’ preferences and their provision (or lack thereof)

of information. The remainder of the paper addresses the question of mechanism directly,

while testing the two remaining hypotheses: that innovative companies will lobby against

their own low-margin products and that these same companies will support retroactive pre-

caution, in contrast to their non-innovative counterparts..

Out With the Old

In order to show that innovative firms systematically seek stricter standards on their own

low-margin products, I looked at the petition behavior of pesticide companies. In the U.S.,

interested parties may petition for changes to tolerance levels at any point. These petitions

are made public in the Federal Register, providing the opportunity to see which standards

firms actually request and to compare firm requests with those of other relevant parties.

Petition Data

I collected all petitions requesting changes to existing U.S. pesticide tolerances submitted

between 1999 and 2015. Because there is a significant fee that must be paid in order to submit

a petition, and because data must be provided in support of the request, nearly all pesticide

tolerance petitions come from one of two types of petitioners: registrant(s) (i.e. chemical

companies that produce the pesticide in question) or the Interregional Research Project

No. 4 (IR-4), which is a non-profit group that lobbies on behalf of American specialty crop
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farmers.10

In total, the sample contained over 200 petitions. These petitions, in turn, contained

nearly 900 specific tolerance amendment requests. An example of one of these petitions is

included in Figure 3. For each petition the Federal Register lists the identity of the petitioner

and the new tolerance the petitioner requested. While the original tolerance is not always

listed, I was able to determine it by cross-referencing the Code of Federal Regulations.

Figure 3: Pesticide Tolerance Petition

After collecting all tolerance amendment requests from the relevant time period, the

sample was divided into two categories. The first category included all petitions submitted

by innovative chemical companies,11 a total of 622 specific tolerance requests. The second

category contained all petitions submitted by IR-4, a total of 253 specific tolerance requests.

Unlike chemical companies, specialty farmers should have no direct incentive to petition

against older, cheaper pesticides. Therefore, the farmer petitions act as a crucial comparison

group.

As for the petitions submitted by the pesticide companies, in an ideal world we would

want to know both whether the petitioner had substantial competition from generic produc-

10Specialty or “minor use” crops are typically defined as those for which the overall U.S. acreage is less
than 300,000 acres.

11Of the 629 tolerance change requests by companies, there were only seven cases in which the petitioner
was not or could not be confirmed to be a developer of innovative products.
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ers and whether the petitioner produced a patented substitute for the product in question.

Unfortunately, determining the existence of a substitute is nearly impossible without exten-

sive knowledge of the chemical properties of each pesticide. In addition the actual existence

of generic competition may not be a good proxy for profit margins. On the one hand, a

lack of competition could indicate an unpopular product. On the other, it could indicate

a particularly lucrative product, given that firms with a blockbuster chemical can engage

in numerous strategies to to delay the market entry of competitors. Therefore, rather than

use actual competition, I again used the pesticide’s age as a proxy for producers financial

interest in the product.

Petition Results

Table 5 provides summary statistics. Notably, although both farmers and producers

Table 5: Summary Statistics for Petitions

Companies Farmers
N = 622 N = 253

Requests for Less Strict Standards 85% 86%

Requests for Stricter Standards 15% 14%

are more likely to request lenient standards, both request stricter standards around 15% of

the time. While this percentage is similar for farmers and producers, the groups look quite

different when we evaluate requests by pesticide age. Table 6 shows the results of a logit

model, for which the outcome was 1 if a request was for a stricter standard and 0 if it was

for a less strict standard. Model 1 uses a continuous measure for pesticide age, while Model

212 uses a dichotomous measure, intended to capture whether the product was in or out of

patent at the time that the petition was submitted. Both models use standard errors clus-

tered at the pesticide level. In both specifications, pesticide age is statistically significant for

the companies, while it does not reach significance and indeed has the opposite sign for the

12See Appendix 3 for additional robustness checks.
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farmers.

To put the companies’ petition results in perspective, based on Model 1, whereas if

Table 6: Company and Farmer Petitions For Stricter Standards

Petition Request: 0=Less Strict, 1=Stricter

Company Petitions Farmer Petitions

(1) (2) (1) (2)

Pesticide Age 0.046 1.959 −0.006 −0.052
(0.014) (0.723) (0.032) (0.668)

Observations 622 622 253 253

a company submitted a petition for a pesticide registered five years ago, there was an 8%

probability that the petition would be for a stricter tolerance, in the case of a pesticide reg-

istered 20 years ago, that number more than doubles to 17%, and after 50 years it increases

to 51%.

These results provide suggestive evidence that companies actively lobby against their own

products as profits diminish. This implies that producers are attempting to use regulations

as a means of shortening the product cycle on existing products in order to boost sales of

more profitable alternatives.

Admittedly the analysis does not control for other reasons that companies might seek

stricter tolerances, such as the risks of the pesticide in question. Because so many of the

petitions relate to newer pesticides, for which publicly available safety classification data is

lacking, controlling for pesticide attributes in the petition analysis would lead to a selection

problem. Nevertheless, considering that farmers also have reasons (in fact, arguably stronger

ones) to seek stricter standards on more dangerous or less effective products, it is unlikely

that pesticide safety or efficacy attributes would impact company behavior but not that of

farmers. Moreover, it is possible to identify numerous cases in which producers have engaged

in far more overt attempts to use regulation to undermine less lucrative products in favor of
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more expensive substitutes.

Setting Subtlety Aside

While requesting lower tolerances is a relatively indirect way of encouraging farmers to

switch to alternatives, chemical producers have not always been so subtle. Take the pesti-

cide metolachlor, for example. Ciba-Geigy patented metolachlor in 1979. Six years after the

patent expired, the company (now owned by Syngenta) came out with an updated variation,

S -metolachlor, and pulled metolachlor from the market. At the same time, Syngenta (unsuc-

cessfully) filed suit, requesting that the EPA ban metolachlor entirely, claiming that failure to

ban it “would be a clear statement to the public and to the agrochemical industry that EPA

no longer values the environmental benefits associated with reduced risk products” (Watkins

2002). Perhaps more telling, when asked directly whether companies have an incentive to

seek stricter standards on older pesticides, a senior manager at BASF informed me, “Yes.

It’s all about the profits. Companies are constantly trying to phase out old products in favor

of newer ones” (in-person interview).

It should be noted that neither these incentives nor the behaviors are restricted to agro-

chemical producers. In 2005 GlaxoSmithKline successfully lobbied to ban chlorofluorocarbon

(CFC)-omitting inhalers that it itself, produced after coming up with a CFC-free alterna-

tive. Likewise, in 2013, Purdue Pharma, the inventor of OxyContin, convinced regulators to

prevent all future sales of the painkiller the same day it came off patent, following Purdue’s

introduction of a harder-to-abuse substitute. Finally, in 2015, Total SA and Royal Dutch

Shell urged regulators to introduce an effective carbon pricing system that would make coal

less attractive at the same time that these two companies were contemplating moving out

of the coal business.

At the same time, actively requesting stricter standards or a total ban can be both an in-

efficient and unpredictable strategy. It is inefficient, because it requires convincing regulators

that a stricter standard is, indeed, warranted, and this often necessitates paying petition or
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lobbying fees and investing in new data collection. More importantly, the strategy is unpre-

dictable. Unless companies present compelling evidence that their product is unsafe (which

carries reputational risks), they cannot be guaranteed a favorable ruling. However, the situ-

ation becomes more favorable under a retroactive precautionary system. Under this system,

once a product comes up for review, firms don’t need to provide new scientific evidence of

risk, they just need to avoid offering updated information of safety. Such a system allows

innovative firms to effectively shorten the product cycle, eliminating products from the mar-

ket before consumer demand has waned. Firms can then substitute in patented alternatives

that command a much higher premium.

Changing The Institutions

I now turn to the final hypothesis, which is that innovative companies stand to benefit

from and will, therefore, support retroactive precautionary institutions, whereas generic pro-

ducers will oppose them. In order to evaluate the hypothesis, the next two sections briefly

sketch the legislative history of agrochemical regulations in the United States. The historical

evidence suggests that producers anticipated that retroactive precaution would contribute

to the elimination of less profitable products, leading innovators to support the changes, in

opposition to their less innovative counterparts.

When the U.S. first began regulating pesticides, producers were only required to demon-

strate safety during initial registration, but by the early 1970s, in the wake of Silent Spring,

Rachel Carson’s explosive book on the dangers of pesticides, there was a rising awareness

that the current system was unable to respond to scientific developments. In 1972, Congress

passed legislation requiring producers to submit updated data if they wanted to continue to

sell their products. In theory, this meant that companies took on a greater burden of proof.

In practice, the lack of funds allocated to the effort meant that little had changed. By 1987,

less than 1% of products had been re-registered (FIFRA Hearings, 5), leading to a “‘double

standard’ among old and new products: older products, registered by the USDA under the
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1947 law, remained on the market pending re-registration (which lay dead in the water),

while newer products encountered more formidable regulatory barriers” (Bosso 1987, 200).

It wasn’t until 1988, after years of impasse, that the government passed legislation re-

quiring companies not only to provide data for re-evaluations but also to help pay the costs

of review, making the theoretical requirement of re-evaluations a reality. On its face, the

1988 legislation appears to be a clear victory for the conscientious consumer, a triumph of

the public interest over the private interests of firms. However, a closer look suggests that

not all firms were losers.

The Baptist-Bootlegger Coalition

During the debates preceding the 1988 legislation, public interest groups discovered an

unlikely ally: the large, innovative agrochemical companies. In the summer of 1985, with

legislation interminably stalled, the largest companies sat down with environmentalists and

drafted a proposal. Notably absent from those meetings were the smaller, typically generic

firms (Bosso 1987), a representative of which noted during 1986 Congressional hearings, “I

think it would be fair to say that . . . we were not invited” (Reauthorization of FIFRA, 52).

In order to speed up the re-registration process, the large companies and the environ-

mentalists proposed leveling a $150,000 fee on registrants for each re-registration. During

Congressional hearings on the subject Jack Early, president of the National Agricultural

Chemicals Association, which represented the largest pesticide producers, said the following:

The situation we are really trying to address. . . is a situation that I think is

unacceptable to our industry, to the public, and to the American farmer, and

that is, EPA is projecting that the re-registration process will take up to 20

years. Now, that is too long, we believe, to leave products in the marketplace

(Reauthorization of FIFRA,13).

The concern expressed by the larger companies for the interests of the public seems not

to have been shared by their smaller counterparts or even by some of the farmers. Ralph
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Engel, president of the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association, which represented

smaller companies, most of which produced only generic chemicals stated, “Any system of

re-registration fees would in effect result in taxing a few to finance a regulatory system that

benefits many . . . the expense of these services should be borne by the taxpayer at large and

not by individuals” (Reauthorization of FIFRA, 43). Meanwhile, a representative from the

National Cotton Council observed, “Our biggest immediate concern is the threatened loss

of many of our older pesticide products. Patents on many of them have expired, and many

of the registrants are small businesses which are understandably reluctant to spend large

amounts of money to save those products without having any market protection” (Reautho-

rization of FIFRA, 60).

All of this raises the following questions: why would companies that had seemingly ben-

efitted from the ability to sell old products indefinitely volunteer to pay a substantial fee to

help the EPA speed up the process of removing old products from the market? And what

explains the divergence between the large companies on the one hand and the farmers and

smaller, less innovative companies on the other? What makes the sudden generosity of the

big producers particularly telling is the attempt to avoid fees for initial registration, while

being willing to pay for the subsequent re-evaluation of older products. As Early noted,

“Now I differentiate between registration and re-registration. I think re-registration money

is an appropriate thing to do to get the old products registered in an appropriate and up

to new science and technology [way]. We do not believe that this should translate to a

registration fee, which we believe is still in the public’s interest, the consumer’s interest, and

the farmer’s interest” (Reauthorization of FIFRA, 11).

The willingness of the large companies to volunteer a $150,000 re-registration fee struck

at least some hearing participants as odd. Representative Leon Panetta (D-CA) observed,

“You are beginning to talk like us in Congress. I have a feeling, if I know most business man-

agers, 150 grand is still 150 grand.” (Reauthorization of FIFRA, 17). What Panetta perhaps

failed to see was that a $150,000 fee for re-registration was actually a cheap price for what the
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larger companies presumably expected to get. First, these companies likely knew that a fee

that was negligible for them could push smaller companies off the market, creating a barrier

to entry in line with Stigler’s (1971) classic logic. At the same time, Early’s differentiation

between registration and re-registration, combined with the concern of the cotton producers,

suggests a second motivation: by accelerating re-registration and increasing the cost, innova-

tive companies hoped to push generic products off the market, thereby making room for their

own patented alternatives. This also explains why a registration fee, by contrast, had little

appeal: it would only serve to make the introduction of patented alternatives more expensive.

What’s Information Got to Do With It?

If we accept that regulatory change under retroactive precaution has served the interests

of innovative firms at the expense of the generic competition, we may still wonder whether

firms have acquired these preferential outcomes through the provision and withholding of

information. On the one hand, we know that innovative firms actively lobby for stricter

standards on older products, and an evaluation of the outcomes for the petitions in the sam-

ple shows that firms received the stricter standards they sought approximately 53% of the

time. Although petitions, themselves, are a form of information provision, we cannot learn

through these outcomes alone whether firms’ success was due to information or capture. As

Carpenter (2004) notes, the two are observationally equivalent.

However, when it comes to outcomes under retroactive precaution, there is strong evi-

dence that the ability of firms to use information strategically has played a central role in

the patterns identified. Prior to the implementation of re-registration, U.S. tolerance levels

changed at a substantially slower rate. For example, between 1955 and 1970 only 7.7% of

all standards experienced any sort of change, and within that, only 6.5% of those standards

became more strict.13 All but one of those changes related to the pesticide DDT, which

was famously the subject of Silent Spring and which was only restricted after a decade of

13Based on manual coding of the 1955 and 1970 CFR.
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significant public pressure. In other words, almost all the change that occurred was for a

pesticide that by any objective standard ought to have received stricter regulation and for

which there was enormous public pressure to do so.

By contrast, following the implementation of an effective re-registration system, toler-

ance levels became stricter at a rate of approximately 2% of tolerances per year, more than

a four-fold increase from before. This occurred despite the absence of a public push for

stricter standards commensurate with that seen in the wake of Silent Spring. The signifi-

cantly higher rate of change following the implementation of a system that allowed firms to

withhold information to receive stricter standards suggests that there has been much more

opportunity for outcomes to reflect profits under this system.

Not surprisingly, the qualitative evidence also supports the conclusion that firms’ strategic

decisions to provide (or not provide) information under retroactive precaution plays a central

role in outcomes. For example, an EPA official with whom I spoke several times noted in an

email communication that the agency “cannot force anyone to support a tolerance. . . Also, if

we have inadequate data to make a safety finding [as a result of that non-support]. . . we would

move to revoke the tolerance.” As noted previously, the concern that companies would sim-

ply stop providing information on less profitable products was even raised in Congressional

hearings leading up to the passage of the legislation that made the strategy possible. The

very real basis of this concern was also directly confirmed to me by a representative of Bayer,

one of the largest chemical producers in the world, who said during an in-person-interview

that once a pesticide goes out of patent “it’s really not profitable to continue to pay for the

research [to retain lenient tolerance levels].” Given that under retroactive precaution failure

to pay for research leads automatically to stricter standards, these decisions about when to

invest in providing data clearly plays a central role in determining outcomes. Also, given that

companies have an obvious interest in protecting their most profitable products (and a less

obvious interest in eliminating their less profitable ones), it stands to reason that they would

only invest in providing information on high-margin goods. While this is not to suggest that
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political capture plays no role in attaining stricter standards on low-margin products, the

larger point is that under retroactive precaution, capture becomes unnecessary.

Taken together, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that under a retroactive

precautionary system, standards will become stricter on less profitable products. These are

products for which producers have a low incentive to continue paying for the research nec-

essary to maintain stable standards. They also may be products for which certain firms

produce a patented substitute, giving them an active reason to want stricter standards.

While producers may seek and receive stricter regulations on some products in a system in

which acquiring favorable regulations depends entirely on finding a sympathetic regulator or

producing new evidence that stricter regulations are warranted, a system that allows firms to

acquire the regulations they seek by simply doing nothing undoubtedly makes the strategy

of using regulations to push the market towards more profitable alternatives both easier and

more attractive.

Conclusion

International law requires that domestic regulatory barriers be backed by science. Yet

the scholarly literature has largely overlooked how scientific information is incorporated into

the regulatory process and what this means for the objectivity of science-based standards.

Through an in-depth analysis of U.S. regulation in one important area, this paper makes

three contributions to the larger literature on domestic regulations and international trade.

First, the paper uncovers a previously unexplored way in which companies use regulations

to increase profits. I show that through the strategic provision and withholding of informa-

tion, firms are able to acquire standards that diminish or eliminate demand on low-margin

products. This, in turn, allows innovative producers to increase sales of more expensive

substitutes.

Second, the paper reveals the role that domestic regulatory institutions can play in fa-

cilitating private actors’ ability to leverage their informational advantages to win favorable
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outcomes. Retroactive precaution is often considered the gold standard for ensuring that

regulations remain up to date and effectively incorporate new scientific information. Yet my

findings show how institutions that privilege science may actually contribute to regulatory

bias.

Finally, the paper highlights the continued importance for international trade scholars

of studying domestic regulatory processes. As tariffs become less relevant for determining

trade flows, regulatory barriers emerge as pivotal. Although researchers and policymakers

often try to draw a sharp line between regulations that are protectionist and those that are

intended to protect the population from risk, the ability of certain groups to control the flow

of information means that even if a government’s intent is laudable, the science on which

that intent is based may be biased. How or whether the international community can address

that bias remains an open question.
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